
The

Knee Brace
FIT TO REMARK ABLE FUNC TION

TriFit™ Web

Requires an Internet Connection

WATCH VIDEO

http://players.brightcove.net/1332131171001/H1l1vCNad_default/index.html?videoId=5281210354001


When someone 
hands you an 
opportunity to 
stay active, you 
take it.
For 40 years DonJoy® has been reinventing 
new technologies for injury recovery and 
conservative care of disease state such as 
osteoarthritis. All with keeping you in the 
game and in an active lifestyle. 

We have done it again using three of our 

most advanced technologies. Introducing, 

the OA Reaction TriFit™ Web Knee Brace, 

a 3-dimensional osteoarthritis knee brace 

constructed for the intimate custom fit to fit 

your lifestyle.

Engineered for a wide variety of activity, this 

revolutionary brace is the antidote to the painful 

and aging knee. Never before has form, fit and 

function been wrapped in one low profile knee 

brace, designed to fit each individual knee. 



3-dimensional 
comfort and 
support
TriFit™ fits like it was made for you, 

because it was. As the first ever 

3-dimensional knee brace, it’s the 

intimate fitted brace solution.

Web Tech™
Wraps your knee in a soft 

and supportive web for 

assisted patella tracking and 

absorption of painful forces.

Exos® Tech 
Forms to your knee using 

heat customization for an 

intimate fit.

Boa® Tech
Adjusts further with micro 

tension capabilities for a 

secure and snug fit.



TriFit™ is completely 
streamlined and 
customizable for 
flexibility, movement 
and comfort.
In fact, the only thing this brace doesn’t do is get 
in the way. TriFit acts as an extension of your 
body, not a bulky reminder of the pain.

Thanks to the advanced 3-dimension technology, 

this brace offers an intimate and custom fit, 

designed to help reduce joint stiffness and pain 

by heightening shock absorption and dampening 

painful force and pressure. 

Requires an Internet Connection

WATCH VIDEO

http://players.brightcove.net/1332131171001/H1l1vCNad_default/index.html?videoId=5281210354001
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SIZES: XS-XXXL (1-7) 
(Measurements taken 6˝ above mid-patella) 

X = 1 = XS 13" - 15½" (33-39 cm)

X = 2 = S 15½" - 18½" (39-47 cm)

X = 3 = M 18½" - 21" (47-53 cm)

X = 4 = L 21" - 23½" (53-60 cm)

X = 5 = XL 23½" - 26½" (60-67 cm)

X = 6 = XXL 26½" - 29½" (67-75 cm)

X = 7 = XXXL 29½" - 32" (75-81 cm)

Part No. Description

11-1746-X OA REACTION TriFit WEB Brace, Right Medial

11-1747-X OA REACTION TriFit WEB Brace, Left Medial

ORDERING INFORMATION

TriFit™ is the next big thing in cutting-edge 
bracing. Never before has form, fit and remarkable 

function been wrapped in 1 low profile knee brace 

and engineered for everybody and every activity. 

Now, there’s nothing that comes between 

you and the extraordinary life you’re meant 

to keep living. 

90 Day Test Drive - Simply fit 
your patients in any DonJoy knee 
osteoarthritis brace. If they are not 100% 
satisfied with the brace, you may return 
it for a full credit or refund within 90 days 
of brace fitting. 

TEST DRIVE
90 DAY
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

MKT00-5179 Rev B

Individual results may vary.

Requires an Internet Connection

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

https://www.facebook.com/djoglobal
https://twitter.com/djoglobal
http://www.djoglobal.com/
http://players.brightcove.net/1332131171001/H1l1vCNad_default/index.html?videoId=5281236529001

